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ABSTRACT
Henze-Penrose divergence is a non-parametric divergence mea-
sure that can be used to estimate a bound on the Bayes error in a
binary classification problem. In this paper, we show that a cross-
match statistic based on optimal weighted matching can be used to
directly estimate Henze-Penrose divergence. Unlike an earlier ap-
proach based on the Friedman-Rafsky minimal spanning tree statis-
tic, the proposed method is dimension-independent. The new ap-
proach is evaluated using simulation and applied to real datasets to
obtain Bayes error estimates.
Index Terms— Bayes error rate, classification, Henze-Penrose
divergence, Cross-match test statistic, Optimal weighted matching,
Friedman-Rafsky statistic.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many information theoretic measures have been applied to measure
the discrimination between probability density functions. They have
been used in various applications in signal processing, classification,
image registration, clustering and structure learning, see [1, 2, 3, 4].
A special class of divergence measures, called f -divergences have
the property that the divergence functional f is convex and f(1) =
0. Among the different divergence functions belonging to the f -
divergence family, [5, 6] the Henze-Penrose (HP) divergence has
been of great interest due to its application to binary classification,
in particular to bound the Bayes error rate.
Let x1,x2, ..., xN ∈ R
d be realizations of random vector X
and class labels y ∈ {0, 1}, with prior probabilities c0 = P (y = 0)
and c1 = P (y = 1), such that c0 + c1 = 1. Given conditional
distributions p0(x) and p1(x), the Bayes error rate is given by
ǫ =
∫
Rd
min
{
c0p0(x), c1p1(x)
}
dx. (1)
The Bayes error rate is the expected risk for the Bayes classifier,
which assigns a given feature vector x to the class with the high-
est posterior probability, and is the lowest possible error rate of any
classifier for a particular joint distribution. It is thus a reasonable
measure for assessing the intrinsic difficulty of a particular classifi-
cation problem. By estimating and bounding this value, we can then
have a better understanding of the problem difficulty, which allows
the user to make more informed decisions.
We define the HP-divergence between p0 and p1,Dc(p0, p1) by
1
4c0c1
[∫
Rd
(
c0p0(x)− c1p1(x)
)2
c0p0(x) + c1p1(x)
dx− (c0 − c1)
2
]
. (2)
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Note that for all c0 and c1, 0 ≤ Dc(p0, p1) ≤ 1 and when p0 = p1
the HP-divergence becomes zero.
The authors of [7] showed that HP-divergence yields tighter
bounds on the Bayes error rate ǫ, given in (1), than those based on
the Bhattacharya distance, [8]. In particular, the following bound on
the Bayes error rate holds:
1
2
−
1
2
√
uc(p0, p1) ≤ ǫ ≤
1
2
−
1
2
uc(p0, p1), (3)
where uc(p0, p1) = 4c0c1Dc(p0, p1) + (c0 − c1)
2.
In this paper we propose a new direct estimator for HP-
divergence using a statistic based on optimal weighted matching
[9]. Matching for general graphs is a combinatorial optimization
problem that can be solved in polynomial time. In [9], the optimal
weighted matching was used to find a statistical test for equal pos-
terior distributions using the cross match statistic. We demonstrate
that the same statistic described in that series of papers can be uti-
lized to estimate HP-divergence. We emphasize that the proposed
weighted matching estimator is completely different from weighted
K-NN graph estimators.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
describes related work on HP-divergence and optimal weighted
matching. Section 3 defines the cross-match statistic, and in Sec-
tion 4 we prove that the cross-match statistic approximately tends
to the HP-divergence when samples sizes of two classes increases
simultaneously in a specific regime. Section 5 shows sets of simula-
tions for our proposed method and compares the Friedman-Rafsky
(FR) and cross-match estimators experimentally, and we estimate the
Bayes error rate on a few real datasets. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
Several estimators for HP-divergence have been proposed in the lit-
erature: Plug-in estimates were introduced in [10] and later have
been studied more in [11, 12, 13]. Plug-in approaches estimate the
underlying distribution function and then plug this value into the di-
vergence function. The drawback with the plug-in estimates is that
these methods are not accurate near support boundaries and are also
more computationally complex. There have been a number of at-
tempts to non-parametrically approximate divergence measures us-
ing graph-based algorithms such as minimal spanning tree (MST),
[14, 15] and k-nearest neighbors graphs (k-NNG), [16].
One of the most common direct estimators is based on Friedman-
Rafsky (FR) multivariate test statistic [17]. This approach is con-
structed from the MST on the concatenated data set drawn from
sufficiently smooth probability densities. Henze and Penrose [18]
showed that the FR test is consistent against all alternatives. There-
fore, the HP-divergence has the appealing property that there exists
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Fig. 1. An example of the cross-match statistics for two cases p0 = p1 (left-generated from standard Gaussian distributions) and p0 6= p1
(right-Generated from Gaussian distributions with means [0, 0], [2, 2]). The total number of blue edges is the cross match statistics.
an asymptotically consistent direct estimator in terms of the FR test
statistic, see [18, 19, 7]. The variance of the FR test statistic under
the assumption of equal distributions depends on the dimension of
the data d, which may be unknown, especially when the support of
the densities is a common but unknown lower dimensional manifold.
Optimal weighted matching is a well studied combinatorial op-
timization problem [20]. It has been used extensively in operations
engineering. Previous statistical work using weighted matching have
derived useful applications of the cross-match test statistic in fields
like biological networks [9, 21].
3. THE CROSS-MATCH TEST STATISTIC
Consider N i.i.d. samples XN = {x1, . . . ,xN}, xi ∈ R
d and
corresponding labels yi ∈ {0, 1}. Define y = (y1, . . . , yN), and
further m =
N∑
l=1
yl, and n = N − m, so that m is the number
of samples in x with class 1, and n is the number with class label
0. Further, we create D, a N × N Euclidean distance matrix, with
Dij = ||xi − xj ||. Without loss of generality, we assume N is
even, as we can always add a ‘ghost point’ xN+1, where DiN+1 =
0,∀i. In the following, we consider a complete weighted graphG =
(V,E,D), with the vertices V = 1, . . . , N representing the sample
points x1, . . . ,xN , edges E = {{i, j}, i, j ∈ V }, and weights for
each edge {i, j} asDij .
A complete matching M ⊂ E on a weighted graph is a set of
edges such that no two edges inM share a common vertex, and every
vertex is used in the matching. The complete minimum weighted
matching M∗ is defined as the matching on G such that M∗ =
argminM
∑
i,j∈M Dij . We note that this is similar to the FR test
[17], which uses the same matrix D to find the minimal spanning
tree. The FR test statistic is the total number of edges in theD-based
MST connecting different labeled nodes.
Using this matching, we find the cross-match statistic, A(XN)
which is the number of edges that match dichotomous samples, i.e.
samples with different class labels, that is
A(XN) =
∑
{i,j}∈M∗
(
yi(1− yj) + (1− yi)yj
)
. (4)
In Figure 1 we show two numerical examples. The left plot
shows samples from two equal distributions, and right plot shows
samples from differing distributions. Qualitatively, we see that A
is much greater for the equivalent distributions than for the differ-
ing distributions, because the optimal matching tries to reduce long
distances, which will reduce the number of edges between differing
distributions.
In Proposition 1 in [9], under the assumption of equal distribu-
tions, the expectation and variance of A(x) are derived:
E[A] =
mn
N − 1
, V ar[A] =
2n(n− 1)m(m− 1)
(N − 3)(N − 1)2
. (5)
We note that the mean and variance of the cross-match statistic under
equal distributions are dimension-independent, but this is not true for
the FR statistic, whose variance is dependent on the degrees of the
MST. The maximal degrees of the MST is in fact dependent on the
dimension d of the underlying samples, e.g., the MST has maximal
degree 4 in d = 2 dimensions while its maximal degree is known to
be between 13 or 14 in 3 dimensions [22]. This dependence causes
the FR statistic to perform poorly in higher dimensions. In Section 5
we perform a set of experiments where dimension varies to demon-
strate the advantage of the cross-match statistic over the FR statistic.
4. HP-DIVERGENCE ESTIMATION
Here we introduce the cross-match statistic as an estimate of the HP-
divergence given in (2). Assume that we have two sets of samples
Xm = {X1, . . . ,Xm} and Un = {U1, . . . ,Un}with two different
labels. In order to show asymptotic convergence to HP-divergence,
we make the following assumption regarding the cross-match statis-
tic (similar to Lemma 1 in [18]).
Assumption 1: For disjoint sets Xm, Un and {s, t} we have∣∣∣A(Xm ∪ {s, t} ∪ Un)−A(Xm ∪ Un)∣∣∣ ≤ kd. (6)
where kd is a constant that may depend on d. This means that even
if the optimal matching changes a great deal, the number of edges
that are between the two samples is still approximately the same.
We empirically check this assumption in Figure 2. We gen-
erate two sets of d-dimensional samples from standard Gaussian
with mean µ0 = [0]d, µ1 = [1]d and Σ0 = Σ1 = Id for d =
2, 4, 6, 8. We plot the difference in cross-match statistic when adding
two points (labeled byAdiff), and perform this test over varying sam-
ple size. We see that A does not vary significantly when adding a
new sample in the tested cases.
Lemma 1 Let g : Rd × Rd → [0, 1] be a symmetric and measur-
able function, such that for almost every x ∈ Rd, g(x, .) is measur-
able with x a Lebesgue point of the functions p(.)g(x, .) and p(.).
For each N , let ZN1 ,Z
N
2 , . . . ,Z
N
N be independent d-dimensional
variables with common density function pN convergent to p as N →
∞ and set ZN = {Z
N
1 , . . . ,Z
N
N}. Consider the complete minimum
weighted matching M∗ on ZN . Then
lim
N→∞
N−1E
∑∑
1≤i<j≤N
g(ZNi ,Z
N
j )1
{
(ZNi ,Z
N
j ) ∈M
∗(ZN )
}
=
1
2
∫
Rd
g(x,x) p(x).
(7)
Proof: For given x in a subset S ∈ Rd, the degree of vertex x in
M∗(S) is one. Let x be a Lebesgue point of p(.) and p(.)g(x, .)
and ZxN be the point process {x,Z
N
2 ,Z
N
3 , . . . ,Z
N
N}. Let B(x, r) ={
y : ‖y − x‖ ≤ r
}
. Therefore, we can write
E
N∑
j=2
∣∣g(x,ZNj )− g(x,x)∣∣1{ZNj ∈ B(x, N−1/d)}
= (N − 1)
∫
B(x,N−1/d)
∣∣g(x,y)− g(x,x)∣∣pN(y) dy
= (N − 1)
∫
B(x,N−1/d)
∣∣g(x,y)pN(y)− h(x,x)pN(x)
+g(x,x)(pN(x)− pN(y)
∣∣ dy,
(8)
Since x is a Lebesgue point of pN and g(x, .)PN (.) then (8) tends to
zero. Note that the degree of vertex in M∗(ZxN ) is one. For almost
all x,
E
N∑
j=2
g(x,ZNj )1
{
(x,ZNj ) ∈M
∗(ZxN )
}
= g(x,x) + o(1). (9)
The function g has range [0, 1] so the left hand side of (9) is bounded
by one. By the dominated convergence theorem
N−1E
∑∑
1≤i<j≤N g(Z
N
i ,Z
N
j )1
{
(ZNi ,Z
N
j ) ∈M
∗(ZN)
}
=
1
2
E
N∑
j=2
g(ZN1 ,Z
N
j )1
{
(ZN1 ,Z
N
j ) ∈M
∗(ZN )
}
=
1
2
∫
x
pN(x)E
N∑
j=2
g(x,ZNi )1
{
(x,ZNj ) ∈M
∗(ZN )
}
.
(10)
The last line in (10) tends to right hand side of (8). 
The following theorem proves the direct estimate of HP-
divergence based on A(XN ). Due to space limitations only an
outline of the proof is given.
Theorem 1 As m → ∞ and n → ∞ such that m/N → c1 and
n/N → c0, where N = m+n. DenoteAm,n := A(Xm ∪Un) the
cross-match statistic given by the optimal weighted matching over
Xm and Un. Then under Assumption 1 we have
1−
(
N
m n
)
Am,n → Dc(p0, p1), a.s. (11)
Proof: The proof shares some similarity with the FR convergence
proof of the HP-divergence in [18]. The primary difference lies
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Fig. 2. The cross-match statistics difference with error bars at the
standard deviation from 50 trials for the Gaussian samples by adding
two points.
in handling the difference between the cross-match statistic when
nodes are added, i.e. (6). We use Lemma 1 and Poissonization to
prove (11).
LetMm and Nn be Poisson variables with mean m and n such
that m + n is even and independent of one another and of Xi and
Uj . Let X
′
m and U
′
n be the Poisson processes
{
X1, . . . ,XMm
}
and
{
U1, . . . ,UNn
}
, respectively. Set A′m.n = A(X
′
m ∪ U
′
n), the
cross-match statistic. By (6), we have∣∣∣A′m,n −Am,n∣∣∣ ≤ kd (|Mm −m|+ |Nn − n|). (12)
Note that (m+ n)−1E
∣∣A′m,n −Am,n| → 0. Poissonization makes
the identities of the points of X ′m ∪ U
′
n conditionally independent,
given their positions. For each m and n let Zm,n1 ,Z
m,n
2 , . . . be
independent discrete variables with common density pm,n(x) =
(mp0(x) + np1(x))/(m + n). Let Wm,n be an independent
Poisson variable with even valued mean (m + n). Let Z ′m,n =
{Zm,n1 , . . . ,Z
m,n
Wm,n
} be a non-homogeneous Poisson process of
rate mp0 + np1. Following the same arguments in [18], assign a
mark from the set {1, 2} to each point of Z ′m,n. Specifically, a point
x is assigned mark 1 with probabilitymp0(x)
/(
mp0(x)+np1(x)
)
and mark 2 otherwise. Let X˜m and U˜n be the set of points of Z
′
m,n
marked 1 and 2 respectively. Also denote A˜m,n the cross match
statistic given from optimal weighted matching over X˜m ∪ U˜n. De-
fine the probability of two points in Z ′m,n having different marks by
gm,n(x,y):
gm,n(x,y) =
mp0(x)np1(y) + np1(x)mp0(y)
(mp0(x) + np1(x))(mp0(y) + np1(y))
. (13)
We know that m/N → c0 and n/N → c1, hence gm,n(x,y) →
g(x,y) where
g(x,y) =
c0c1
(
p0(x)p1(y) + p1(x)p0(y)
)(
c0p0(x) + c1p1(x)
)(
c0p1(y) + c1p1(y)
) . (14)
So, the conditional expectation E
[
A˜m,n|Z
′
m,n] becomes:∑∑
1≤i<j≤Wm,n
gm,n(Z
m,n
i ,Z
m,n
j )1
{
(Zm,ni ,Z
m,n
j ) ∈M
∗(Z ′m,n)
}
.
(15)
By taking expectations in (15), one yields E
[
A˜m,n
]
.
Let Zm,n :=
{
Z
m,n
1 ,Z
m,n
2 , . . . ,Z
(m+n)
m,n
}
be the original non-
Poissonized set of points. By the fact that
E
[
|Mm +Nn − (m+ n)|
]
= o(m+ n),
the Poissonized limit of E
[
A˜m,n
]
. Set p(x) = c0p0(x) + c1p1(x),
then pm,n(x)→ p(x). Using Lemma 1, we get
E
[
A˜m,n
]
(m+ n)
→
1
2
∫
Rd
g(x,x)p(x)
= c0 c1
∫
Rd
p0(x)p1(x)
c0p0(x) + c1p1(x)
.
(16)
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5. EXPERIMENTS
We perform multiple experiments to demonstrate the utility of the
proposed direct estimator of HP-divergence in terms of dimension
and sample size. We subsequently apply our estimator to determine
empirical bounds on the Bayes error rate for various datasets.
For the following simulations, the sample sizes for each class
were equal (m = n). Each simulation used a multivariate Normal
distribution for each class.
We first analyze the estimator’s performance as the sample size
N = m+ n increases. For each value of N , the simulation was run
50 times, and the results were averaged. Samples from each class
were i.i.d. 2-dimensional Normal random variables, withµ0 = [0, 0]
and µ1 = [1, 1], Σ0 = Σ1 = I2.
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Fig. 3. HP-divergence estimation vs. sample size n. Error bars
denote the standard deviation over 50 trials. The proposed estimator
and the FR estimator perform approximately equivalently over this
range of sample sizes.
We see that as N increases the performance of the FR estimator
and our proposed estimator (labeled OWM) are comparable forN up
to 1000. The observed variance of our estimators are slightly higher
than the FR estimator. For dimension d = 2 this is not surprising as
we would expect the FR estimator to perform the best in this case.
Figure 4 (top) shows the averaged estimates of the HP-divergences
over increasing dimension. Here we see that the proposed cross-
matching estimator shows improvement with respect to the FR
estimator, as expected. For each dimension evaluated in Figure 4,
N = 1000, and µ0 = [0]d and µ1 = [0.5]d , Σ0 = Σ1 = Id.
The proposed cross-matching estimator is slightly less biased as
dimension increases, and as shown in Figure 4 (bottom) we improve
in empirical MSE.
Next we show the results of applying the HP-divergence esti-
mator to 4 different real data sets. Table 1 shows the cross match
statistics and estimated upper bounds for Bayes Error (denoted by
the column labeled ǫ).
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Fig. 4. HP-divergence (top) and empirical MSE (bottom) vs. di-
mension. The empirical MSE of both estimators increases for larger
dimensional data sets. The MSE is better for the proposed (OWM)
estimator.
Bayes Error Bounds
Data set A(XN) D̂c n m ǫ
Breast cancer [23] 33 0.791 488 241 0.093
Mines vs. Rocks [24] 7 0.864 97 111 0.067
Pima diabetes [24] 67 0.641 549 283 0.161
Hyper thyroid [24] 37 0.743 3012 151 0.023
Table 1. A(XN), D̂c, n,m and ǫ are the cross-match statistics, HP-
divergence estimates using A(XN ), sample sizes and upper bounds
for Bayes Error respectively.
6. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new dimension-independent direct estimator of HP-
divergence using a statistic derived from optimal weighted match-
ing. The estimator is more accurate than the FR approach and its
variance is independent of the dimension of the support of the distri-
butions. This translates to improved MSE performance as compared
to other HP-divergence estimation methods, especially for high di-
mension. We validated our proposed estimator using simulations,
and illustrated the approach for the meta-learning problem of esti-
mating Bayes classification error for four real-world data sets.
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